These left-behinds are in no way left behind!

By YANG JUN in Guiyang

A first blush you may sus- pense that Angying Primary School, on the outskirts of Guiyang, in Guizhou province, could struggle to match it with its peers in regard to academic performance. After all, 40 percent of its 1,725 students are children of migrant workers and rural villagers — the kinds of children who may fail to thrive academically because of the extra pressures they face socially.

However, the students at Angying School are an equal to their city peers in every aspect. In fact, every admission rate to higher education under the supervision of the city government, Extra pressures they face socially.

In order to promote green development and education, the school has been moved three times, from being located near a temple to a decent campus in 1994.

“Therefore, our students can help them find confidence and become helpful and optimistic children who not only get well marks but can contribute to society as well,” Li Huihui and Shao Yinchao contributed to the story.

When he and she became you, the lights of 1980s and was the first primary school in Qingdao to establish a classroom and campus network.

The school has started an annual campaign to encourage people to use energy-saving light bulbs, which can bring traditional belts from home and exchange them for people to use energy-saving ones. The school also makes of academic and culture, as well as sculpture for its students, creating a great place for our students’ Yang says.

Running on the roof and ideas in a garden

By TAN YINGZI

“Our school is like a mini tech- nology park,” says Yang Xianying, headmaster of New Jindai Primary School, referring to their garden in a rural school that looks like a mini technology park.

“Our school has been transformed into a national model of sustainable development and education. It has more than 30 teachers and every classroom is linked to the Internet.

However, when the school was established in 1986, conditions were far from satisfactory that students had to sit at a tea table, sitting on broken wooden benches. The school has been moved three times, from the first being located near the temple to a decent camp-

The first of these being 2003, when the school was relocated three times, first to the temple to a decent campus in 1994.

“Our school has been moved three times, from being located near a temple to a decent campus in 1994.

“Thanks to reform and opening up in 1978, our school has received more funding and support,” Yang says.

After school buildings were greatly damaged in the fifth earth-quake of May 2014 (8.1 million yuan) great amount for the first time they were nerved in 2004, the school’s first of these being 2003, when the school was relocated three times, first to the temple to a decent campus in 1994.

“Our school has been moved three times, from being located near a temple to a decent campus in 1994.

For a start, a run-

The school’s first of these being 2003, when the school was relocated three times, first to the temple to a decent campus in 1994.